Year 3/4 Writing Long Term Overview 2020-2021
Tremors
The Mountain’s Secret
Escape from Pompeii

Text

Genre and
grammar
coverage

Punctuation

Burps, bottoms and bile
Disgusting Digestion
Loo! by ‘Dirty Bertie’

Poetry
 Say a sentence/hold a sentence
 Analysing poetic devices
 Performance poetry
 Rhyme
Story Writing
 Developing adjectives
 Types of sentences (question,
exclamation and statement)
 Temporal conjunction to sequence
events
 Expanded noun phrases by modifying
adjectives
 Prepositional phrases
Persuasive letter
 Instruction in a list subordination/co-ordination
 Generating commands
 Formal language
 Rhetorical questions
 Standard English

Diary Entry
 Use of simple past tense
 Writing consistently in 1st person
 Use of pronouns appropriately for
clarity and cohesion and to avoid
Repetition
 Present perfect form of the verb
rather than past tense.
Play Script
 Exclamation statements
 Use of organisational devices
 Informal language for effect
 Modifying verbs with adverbs
Informal letter
 Instruction in a list subordination/co-ordination
 Generating commands
 Formal language
 Rhetorical questions
 Standard English

Story Writing
 Expanded noun phrases by
modifying adjectives
 Fronted adverbials
 Prepositional phrases
 Temporal conjunctions

Full stops
Exclamation marks
Question marks
Fronted adverbials
Commas

Commas in a list
Apostrophe for singular possession
Inverted commas
Apostrophe for contraction
Comma after subordinating clause
Fronted adverbial
Statutory word list – double consonants,
suffix –ly, -ally, ‘n’ spelt ‘kn,’ –tion and
sion, -ous.

Question marks
Commas after subordinating clause
Commas after fronted adverbial
Inverted commas
Contractions

Pressure
Suppose
Accident
Accidentally
Actually

Guide
Surprise
Favourite
February
Interest

Statutory word list - ‘s’ sound spelt as ‘c’

Spelling

Potions
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
Romeo and Juliet

Bicycle
Centre
Century
Certain
Circle
Decide
Exercise

Instructions
 Commands and the use of an
imperative verb
 Temporal conjunctions
 Generating commands
 Modal verbs
Explanation Text
 Causal conjunctions
 Temporal conjunctions
 Use of organisational devices
 Ensuring the correct tense
throughout
 Varied sentence structure
 Organising information into a
paragraph

Statutory word list - long vowel sound,
split digraph, unstressed vowel or spelt
‘augh’ ei, ey and eigh, ‘ough’

Flow
This morning I met a whale
Wind and the Willows
Newspaper report
 Progressive forms of verbs
 Fronted adverbials
 Direct speech
 Expanded noun phrase
 Use of subordinate clause
 Organising information into a
paragraph
Non-Chronological report
 Generating statements
 Consistent use of past tense
 Using organisational devices
 Use of subordinate clauses
 Ensuring the correct tense throughout

Blue Abyss
Manfish Story of Jacques Cousteau
David Attenborough
Persuasive Writing
 Generating accurate questions
 Subordinate conjunction and
subordinating clauses
 Varied sentence structure
Biography
 Commas to separate a list
 Use of pronouns appropriately for
clarity and cohesion and to avoid




Inverted commas
Comma after subordinate clause
Comma after fronted adverbial
Apostrophe for contractions
Apostrophe for possession singular
Apostrophe for possession plural
Statutory word list –cross curriculum
words and other words
History
Increase
Minute
Natural
Regular
Material

Repetition
Using conjunctions, adverbs and
prepositions to express time and
cause
A range of sentence types to ensure
cohesion

Inverted comma
Comma after fronted adverbial
Apostrophe for singular possession
Apostrophe for plural possession.

Statutory Year 3/4 words – other words
Island
Learn
Often
Peculiar
Perhaps
Popular
Potatoes
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Experience
Medicine
Notice
Recent
Address
Appear
Arrive
Different
Disappear
Grammar
Occasion
Occasionally
Opposite

Occasionally
Probably
Knowledge
Knowledgeable
Mention
Occasion
Position
Possession
question
famous
various
describe
extreme

Library
Ordinary
Separate
Caught
Naughty
Eight/eighth
Reign
Weight
Enough
Though
Although
Thought
Through
Earth
Fruit
heart

Experiment
Length
Answer
Breath
Breathe
Build
Calendar
Complete
Consider
Continue
Early
Forward
Group
Guard
Heard
Imagine
important

Promise
Remember
Sentence
Special
Straight
Strange
Strength
Therefore
Woman/women
Believe
Busy/business
Difficult
Early
possible

Suffixes –s,’ -es, -er, -ed,- and ing
Prefix ‘un’ and ‘dis’
Rarer GPC words /ei/
Homophones
Prefixes ‘mis-’ and ‘dis-’
/I/ sound spelt as ‘y’
/k/ spelt ‘que’
/sure/
Possessive apostrophe with singular
proper nouns

Homophones – peace/piece, main/mane,
fair/fare
Proofreading
Prefix in-, il-, im-, and irWords with ei, eigh, ey, ch, and ou.
Suffix –ing, -er, -en, -ed
Suffix –ness and –full
Prefix sub- and tele‘ch’ sound as wll as ‘s’, ‘ss(ion/ure)

Apostrophe for contraction
The /g/ sound spelt ‘gu’
Words ending ‘ture’
Possessive apostrophe
Homophones (scene/seen, mail/male,
bawl,ball)
Prefix ‘super-‘ and ‘auto-‘
Homophones
Words with the /k/ sound
Proofreading
Prefixes ‘anti-‘ and ‘inter-‘
Endings –cian, -sion, -tion, -ssion

Endings –cian, -sion, -tion, -ssion
suffixes (‘-ed’, ‘-ing’, ‘-s’, ‘-es’, ‘-ness’, ‘ful’, ‘-less’ and ‘-ly’)
Suffix –ly
Words /s/ sound spelt ‘sc’
Endings spelt ‘sion’
Apostrophes for possession, including
singular and plural
Homophones

The sound spelt ‘ou’
Homophones
Suffix –ous
Prefix ‘un-’, ‘dis-’, ‘in-’,
‘re-’, ‘sub-’, ‘inter-’, ‘super-’, ‘anti-’, ‘auto-’
Suffix ‘-ly’ added to words ending in ‘y’,
‘le’ and ‘ic’

